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Bart used to be a demon, but he left that all behind to forge his own path. Become a rogue for the

ages. So far, that hasnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t gone according to plan. Without Hell to call home, the ex-demon's

evil is wearing off, leaving him with an identity crisis made worse by tagging along on

Heaven-sanctioned missions with his goody two shoes angel-in-training friend, Samantha. It's

enough to stress out even the best dressed of ex-demons.So whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a guy who rocks

horns to do but pull a prank? But when it goes sideways, Bart and Samantha uncover a cult that's

killing children and sucking up their souls. The ex-demon seizes this opportunity to get back some

of that old mojo, because there's an unspoken rule between Heaven and Hell: Don't mess with

children. Ever.As Bart unleashes his demonic fury to stop the killings, he stumbles onto the

cultÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s higher purpose: Create a Paradise on Earth, thereby upsetting the balance between

Heaven and Hell. Bart wouldn't mind seeing Heaven knocked down a peg or two, but without that

balance, the world will fall into darkness. For an ex-demon with conscience issues, that can't

happen.
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Hill really built on the momentum from book one and made this read even more fun. I can't wait to

see to see what happens next.

Funny and filling. A good read from the first page to the last. A ride through heaven and hell all the

way through.

When you put a rogue demon, an almost Angel, a ghost, and a bell hound together you get an

awesome adventure!

Funny and good plot. I found Bart a great and funny main character. I liked the class of Bart and

humor. Can't wait for next book.

Another excellent installment in the book of Bart. It had plenty of action and some parts had me

literally laughing out loud. Excellent series by a new author

I tried through book one. There were a few amusing parts that made me keep giving second

chances despite how pathetic Bart is. But halfway through this book I'm done. You have such a

great premise and it's completely wasted by the fact that your main character is not only one of the

dumbest characters ever but weak as all get out despite formerly being some high and mighty

demon. Also you clearly didn't bother to reread your first book since a lot of the backstory doesn't

match up... weak
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